
UltrashockUltrashock
— Ultrasound + Air pressure shock wave



Parameter
Output 110V/60Hz OR 220V50Hz

Power consumption 250W

Ultrasound frequency 1-3 MHZ

Max Pressure 6 Bar

Package weight 30 KG Alu box

Package Dimension 58*46*42 cm



Air Pressure Shock Wave

Pneumatic ballistic shock wave instrument 
is compressor generated pulse sound 
waves into precise ballistic, compare with 
the electromagnetic shock wave, more 
energy generated max to 6 bar. And also 
impact faster, configuration higher and 
more expensive.

The ultrasound waves are generated by a 
piezoelectric effect caused by the vibration of 
crystals within the head of the probe. The 
ultrasound waves that pass through the skin 
cause a vibration of the local soft tissues. 

Ultrasound Wave
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1. Deep heating for decrease 
inflammation

2. Deep vibration for decrease pain 
and swelling

3. Deep penetration for increase 
circulation

4. Deep mechanical wave for better 
vascularization

All for pain relief
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Shock Wave Physiotherapy

Shockwave therapy is a multidisciplinary 

device used in orthopaedics, physiotherapy, 

sports medicine, urology and veterinary 

medicine. 

Its main assets are fast pain relief and 

mobility restoration. Together with being a 

non-surgical therapy with no need for 

painkillers makes it an ideal therapy to 

speed up recovery and cure various 

indications causing acute or chronic pain. 



Ultrasound Physiotherapy

When an ultrasonic wave propagates in 

human tissues, its energy is incessantly 

absorbed by tissues and changed into heat 

to elevate the temperature of tissue cells, so 

as to enhance blood circulation, accelerate 

metabolism, enhance local histotrophic 

nutrition, and strengthen the activity of 

enzyme.



01. Two physiotherapy 
technology in one machine

02. Brand new design with 
patent

03. 10.4 inch touch screen

04. New design software

05.
6 Bar pressure and high 
frequency ultrasound

Advantages
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